
 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday 17th February P4 

 
Wake up your muscles and brain by doing some exercise with Joe Wicks.  Have fun! 

        https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ  

  

Phew! That was hard work.  Take a drink and hydrate yourselves and get ready for some Maths. 

 
  

WARM UP:  

Mental Agility – Using these numbers: 16, 31, 57, 72, 100, 181 

What is the number 10 after? 

What is the number 10 before? 

 

We will continue with our topic on Money for Maths.  You will be using your existing knowledge of Addition and 

Subtraction.  The Problem Solving skills which you worked on before the holidays will help you with this. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ


 

L.I: I can add up different combination of coins to make up amounts. 

 
https://cdn.go.educationcity.com/eccontent/files/activity_sheets/34486/Squids%20In%20-%2034486.pdf  

If you can’t print out the worksheet, draw around some real coins or something circular to make your own 

coins.  Remember to write the value on each coin please. 

- Can you draw or lay out some sets of coins and ask someone to count how much you have? (Before you 

ask, you need to know the answer too). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHB21-bEJvw  
Here is a short video of coins being dropped into a jar.  Your challenge is to add up the coins before the timer 

runs out.  See if you can complete this within the time limit.  If not, it’s ok to pause the video to give you more 

time too.  

 
  

Well done for working through all that!  Time for a snack and have a little break from work now.   

 
  

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. 

Find a book or magazine and read for enjoyment for 15 - 20 minutes.  Or if someone else is free at home, ask 

them to read you a story.  I look forward to hearing about all your reading. 

 
  

Spelling: Words ending with “y” 

- Words ending with “y” can have an “i” or “e” sound. 

- This week we will focus on spelling words with the “i” sound. 

 

https://cdn.go.educationcity.com/eccontent/files/activity_sheets/34486/Squids%20In%20-%2034486.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHB21-bEJvw
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- Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check all these spelling words onto a piece of paper or your jotter, do this two 

times. 

- Can you use a dictionary/online dictionary to write out a meaning for each word?  If you do not have a 

dictionary, ask an adult or try to use your own words to describe what each word means. 

- Choose 3 of these words (or choose all of them if you want) and write a sentence for each word. 

- Can you think of some other words ending with “y” with the “i” sound?  Look at some pages of a book 

and see if you spot any, write them down. 

 
  

We are starting a new topic in Science about Sun, Moon and Earth movement.  Watch the video as an 

introduction to this new topic and answer the questions below, filling in the blanks.  Copy the sentences. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp397ty/articles/zdr72sg  

 
L.I: To understand why we have day and night (days, months and year). 

 

Questions to answer: 

 

1. Planet Earth is lit up by the _S______, which is a _s________. 

2. Earth spins on an invisible line called an _a__________. 

3. What is the Sun made up of? (Answer in a full sentence) 

4. Sunlight bounces off the _M________ to help us see at night. 

5. The Earth takes _____ day to completely spin around. 

6. How long does it take the Moon to go around the Earth in a circle? (Answer in a full sentence) 

7. It takes a whole year for both _________ and _________ to go all the way around the ________. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp397ty/articles/zdr72sg


 

  

Time for some lunch and free time! 
 
 

  

21st February is International Mother Language Day.  Mrs Rush has prepared a grid of activities for us to 

learn more about this day and the different languages that are spoken in our community.  We will be working 

on these today and tomorrow afternoon. 

There is a Headteacher’s task which Mrs Jessop would like all of us to complete.  These will be used as a class 

blog on Friday so if pictures could be emailed in by the end of Thursday, that would be greatly appreciated. 

 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/international-mother-language-day-2.pdf  

 
  

That’s all our learning for today, I hope you have enjoyed it and please do remember to email in your work       

 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/international-mother-language-day-2.pdf

